
New Wave under the 2 torri: TEMPLE OF VENUS (Bologna, Teatrino degli Illusi, 4-11-2011) 
 
It is a wet evening, almost hot that welcomes Nicola and myself, despite the calendar, into the depths of the 
ancient streets of Bologna, silent between walls in red ocher and sepia, and floors of leaden porphyry washed 
gray, while on the way the trees on avenues release in quantities a carpet of yellow leaves. An atmosphere that 
maybe Jacques Prévert "Les Feuilles Mortes" envies. 

In Vicolo Quartirolo, not far from Palazzo 
Aldrovandi Montanari, the former 
headquarters of the Library of Bologna and 
sumptuous palace of the eighteenth century 
by Alfonso Torreggiani, near an historic 
restaurant and a famous record store, into a 
maze of streets and personal memories, the 
Teatrino degli Illusi welcomes us with 
elegance, soft lighting, red velvet, a program 
variegated by an unusual setting, 
friendliness and familiarity. 
 
It should be emphasized the absolutely 
friendly tone of acceptance, after strange 
experiences had elsewhere, where it seems, 
mysteriously, the customers and the public 
are not welcomed: those are not 
"aristocratic" management, but snobs, in the 
literal sense of "sine nobilitate" (= without 
nobility). 
 
Here at last it is a completely different 
music: warm welcome, the meaning of 
"heart in hand warm and clear, real people, 
not posers. 
 
The location is nothing short of impressive, 
there is no such thing in Bologna (and not 
so common elsewhere, actually), and 
succeeds in submerge the viewer in 'a "total 
artwork " and in a conceptual path. 
 
For the evening the foyer, which looks retrò 
after careful restoration, hosts an exhibition 

related to Temple of Venus event, the graphical display of Luca Nieddu, the imaginative illustrator of "Messiah 
Complex." 
 
The graphics of the cd is well cured and to contemplate the panels exposed in person, adds more depth to the 
visual inventions: graphic elements in black and white, shades, blue and acrylic acid, reddish glow, inks, 
fragments of contemporary civilization, a futuristic interpretation of the present, post-technological, as to strip 
the structure, through a puzzle made up of sensations, of inputs. 
 
In an era like the present, Nieddu it seems to suggest us with the key criticisms of De Saussure, that meanings 
and signifiers have changed: so in the overall framework of its representation also enter barcodes, transistors, 
as weel as electronic and abstract symbols. But they are symbolic cues, the pictures are nice interpretations, 
intelligent, analytical, a handbook of contemporary life. The result is fascinating, particularly related to stylistic 
symbols of "Messiah Complex." 
 
Leaving the foyer, and entering the enchanting theater itself, you begin to breathe the air between wave beats, 
nervous guitars and Manchester clubs, thanks to the DJ set "I Love New Wave" by Fabio "FB8" Busi. 
 
The coming of the Temple of Venus shows immediately some news as Piero Lonardo announces a change of 
line-up which soon proves to be successful. The evening is the debut of the new line-act, which aside Piero 
includes Federico Vanzini on guitar (instead of the resigning Alessandro Montillo) and the addition of the 
pleasant female voice of Alessandra Perri. 
 
The concert begins with "Across The Stars": after the first few beats, and some minor sampling, live music 
soars from the portentous bass rhythm of Piero. This is a bass that has memory of the first coldwave, of Peter 
Hook and New Order, know how to generate a rhythm, but most of all amaze because of its introspective use of 
the instrument, able to touch and stir our inner depths. The charm of the musician Piero is not only being on the 
scene since the 80’s, but his figure, human, warm, like his person, able to open up chasms of unacknowledged 
sensibility, transposed into his notes. 

 



The musicians are in great mood, Piero on the vocals, Federico, really young, is simply enchanting on the 
guitar, and Alessandra’s voice drives the music even higher with grace at the mainly emotional climaxes points. 
It follows an astounding version of "Hide And Seek", even more alive than in the album, though well recorded. 
 
"Goodnight" here has an even more cured 
arrangement, expanding into a 
contemplative song, among melodies and 
amazing variations: there is complete 
harmony between the new band members, 
guitar and bass dialogue massively without 
pauses. 
 
Federico’s guitar ranges easily among the 
suggestions of the first Robert Smith, the 
early records’ Cocteau Twins and calandos 
Cranes-style, up to a sound among 
shoegaze and dream pop, constantly 
playing in slightly bitter tones and other 
more fluid and other, among Lush , Slowdive 
and Curve. 
 
Still "Sugar Sandman" (a sort of other 
embodiment of the Silver Surfer, the Marvel 
Comics character, a messiah between this 
world and the future, the real main 
protagonist of the disc) mixes electropop 
and postpunk, there’s a rock soul hidden in 
these swirling spirals, between this 
dimensional traveler. 
 
"Anything Inside Me" is rather hypnotic with 
his beat at first, ranging between abstraction 
and magic, but has a second part that 
played live, becomes spectacular thanks to the mix between bass, guitars and vocals, a postmodern anthem. 
The burning desire to dance rise high with "Hey Stranger," reminding the last New Order and Clan of Xymox, 
but it's not a pop song, but a rhythm song full of emotion and inwardness: "Hey Stranger, Can You Read My 
Soul? ". 
 
Indefinite, just like between beats, starts the contemporary "Metropolitan", and winds between plenty of 
acoustic surprises: now it steps in an dilated aura of an almost shoegaze, now the post-punk-funk nervous 
bass, to draw a human condition of lack of communication between individual and the mass, loneliness and 
cities, singularity and the universe. We approach the end of the gig with "Tonight Can Be Done", including 
synths once again charm reminiscent of the Covenant, upon which jostles with skill vocals and instruments. 
 
There’s time for an encore, and the choice fell on "Hideaway," from the recent past the Temple of Venus 
("Poseurs", 2004), a “darker” song with any doubt, that somehow recalls the Southern Death Cult and The 
Sound. 
 
Temple Of Venus are able to enchant: playing live, their music takes on a new concreteness and vitality, their 
strokes are heartbeats. 
 
The acoustic was good, and the soirée has been in my opinion one of the best of the last times (months and 
and months) in the city. 
 
Il Teatrino degli Illusi, ex Italico, is exactly halfway between the venue and theater, along the lines of coffee 
chantant. The idea of the cabaret and live entertainment is from John Cacioppo, actor and art director and from 
Massimiliano Princigallo, technical director. 
 
In this habit, the Teatrino offers a kind of a familiar embrace between the art onstage, the friendly management 
and the audience, a superfine bar service, in a tasty and well-measured outfit, for a "venue" that start to be 
multifunctional and multimedial in a sort of way: it ranges from evening entertainment, to gigs, real theatrical 
acts (from the Gemelli Ruggeri and Rosalia Porcaro on these days), with the participation of artists of all kinds 
(soon also Baby Dee, Montefiori Cocktail, Steve Grossman), from comedy to drama, to national and 
international musicians. 
 
Different events in a unique setting. 
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